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Reception Home Learning

Learning Log: Pack 1 - Spring 1 - Space
Support for Home Learning can be found at r.class@arkbentworthprimary.org

Learning can be accessed through your child’s account on the following:
DB Primary https://arkbentworth-lbhf.secure-dbprimary.com/
Epic Books https://www.getepic.com       Class code: bxn4116

However, we recommend that this is in addition to the times below.
Please do not feel pressured to finish all the material in one week. However, we will continue to
give out new packs each week to ensure full coverage of the curriculum.

Reading

Children should read for 10 minutes daily. 
 

Children to listen to stories every day. You can read a book to your child or 
find an on-line story.
Find the story of the week on DBprimary: "Whatever next"

Writing

Children to practice their writing. Please find the activities of the week: 
labelling objects, writing key words and writing a short sentence.

This term our topic is space and this week we are going to talk about the story 
'Whatever next'.  your pack  the writing activities of this week related to 
our topic. 

Maths

This week we are going to focus on Counting and additon.

- Numicon counting.

- Rocket addition.

- Numicon addition.

Phonics

- Phonics: Children are learning how to link sounds to letters. This week we 
are going to practice the letters "e", "g" and "sh". Click the video on 
DBprimary to find the lessons. Do not forget to say the rhyme at the same 
time to help you in your writing.

- Phonics 2: Do you want to practice your CVC words? Listen to Fred talk on 
the video and write down the words he is trying to say.

* Challenge: Can you write a sentence with the Fred Talk words? Do not
forget to upload your writing on DBPrimary. Remeber to use Capilal letter at
the beginning, use finger space between words and add full stop at the end .

* Challenge 2: Can you write a sentence using red words? Remeber the red 
words we know already: I and the.

You can also play Maths game on DBPrimary. if you have any problem to find 
them just contact me on the email above.
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the Space. See the video on DBprimary 
(understanding the world) on Thrusday

- Can you make your bed?

-

- How many star jumps can you do in 1 minute?

- PSHE: Children to listen to the book 'The paper doll' on DBprimary. 

- PSHE 2: Children to colour the paper dolls and cut them following 
the lines. Adults to help them and supervised their cutting.

- Zoom, Zoom, Zoom  and "Starlight, 
Starbright"  them

www.gonoodle.com

-
-

-

- about space 'One little two little three little planets, Four 
little five little six little planets', 'Twinkle, twinkle, little star', 'Five Little Men 
in a Flying Saucer' and 'Zoom, Zoom, Zoom'.

Miss Valencia 
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Write the number to match the numicon

Wednesday, 6th January 2021

Mathematics



 the objects of this picture

1.

1. _____________.

2.

Remember to use your sounds.

3.

4.

2. _____________

3. ______________

4. ______________



Wednesday, 6th January 2021
PSHE

Make your very own paper dolls

Colour in, fold and cut out these paper dolls to have an adventure with The Paper Dolls

Fold 
here

Fold 
here
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Mathematics
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Thursday, 7th January 2021

Addition up to 10 with rockets: Number sentence



Thursday, 7th January 2021

Writing

What do you see? Write a word for each picture e.g. moon.



Thursday, 7th January 2021

Understanding the World

Can you ask an adult to name the planets?

Can you say the name of the planets?

Can you name them in the right order?

The solar system:



Friday, 8th January 2021

Mathematics
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Addition up to 10 with Numicon: number sentence



Friday, 8th January 2021

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

Writing
Write a sentence to match the picture
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